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Abstract—This paper strives for action recognition and detection in video modalities like RGB, depth maps or 3D-skeleton sequences when only limited modality-specific labeled examples are available. For the RGB, and derived optical-flow, modality many large-scale labeled datasets have been made available. They have become the de facto pre-training choice when recognizing or detecting new actions from RGB datasets that have limited amounts of labeled examples available. Unfortunately, large-scale labeled action datasets for other modalities are unavailable for pre-training. In this paper, our goal is to recognize actions from limited examples in non-RGB video modalities, by learning from large-scale labeled RGB data. To this end, we propose a two-step training process: (i) we extract action representation knowledge from an RGB-trained teacher network and adapt it to a non-RGB student network. (ii) we then fine-tune the transfer model with available labeled examples of the target modality. For the knowledge transfer we introduce feature-supervision strategies, which rely on unlabeled pairs of two modalities (the RGB and the target modality) to transfer feature level representations from the teacher to the student network. Ablations and generalizations with two RGB source datasets and two non-RGB target datasets demonstrate that an optical-flow teacher provides better action transfer features than RGB for both depth maps and 3D-skeletons, even when evaluated on a different target domain, or for a different task. Compared to alternative cross-modal action transfer methods we show a good improvement in performance especially when labeled non-RGB examples to learn from are scarce.

Index Terms—Feature-Supervision, Cross-Modal Transfer, Cross-Modal Distillation, Action Recognition, Action Detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

The goal of this paper is to recognize an action like drinking water, hugging or falling down in multimodal video content, be it a stream of RGB pixels [1]–[3], depth maps [4]–[6] or 3D-skeletons [7]–[9]. The common approach to action recognition in video is to train a deep convolutional neural network on massively labeled RGB data, or derived optical-flow, video datasets like Kinetics [2], Sports-1M [10] or ActivityNet [11]. These pre-trained RGB models are also valuable to recognize or detect new actions from alternative RGB videos, with only limited amounts of labeled action examples available for fine-tuning [12]–[14], thereby saving a lot of annotation cost. Unfortunately, for non-RGB video modalities massively labeled action datasets, and the corresponding pre-trained models, are scarce. In this paper, we strive for limited-example action recognition in non-RGB video modalities, like depth maps and 3D-skeletons, by learning from large-scale RGB video data labeled with other actions.

We take inspiration from the ideas of general knowledge distillation by Hinton et al. [15] and cross-modal distillation for action recognition. e.g. [16]–[19]. The goal of knowledge distillation is to compress a large complex teacher network into a small and simple student network. In cross-modal distillation a teacher network is first trained to recognize a set of actions from the source action modality using many labeled examples. Then the teacher network distills knowledge to the student network to recognize the same set of actions from a different target action modality. We adapt these ideas for a different setting. That is, to train a student network to recognize a set of actions from a target modality while distilling knowledge from a teacher network that has been trained to recognize a different set of actions from a different source action modality.

This scenario has a practical application for recognizing or detecting new actions from non-RGB action modalities with limited labeled examples. Instead of relying on labeled large scale datasets of these non-RGB modalities for pre-training (which are scarce), we can distill knowledge from existing RGB trained action models. In summary, we aim to transfer information about recognizing actions across modalities and across classes.

In this paper, we propose to recognize and detect actions from non-RGB modalities like depth maps and 3D-skeleton sequences, when only limited labeled examples for these modalities are available. To achieve this, we assume an RGB trained action model is given and we also have access to many unlabeled pairs of two modalities (paired RGB and non-RGB actions), along with some labeled examples for the non-RGB action modality. Then, the trained RGB model acts as the teacher network to supervise the learning of the non-RGB student model using unlabeled modality pairs. In contrast to the general knowledge transfer, which distills class probabilities from the teacher to the student network, we distill action representations from the teacher to the student network via feature-level supervision. More precisely, for a given unlabeled modality pair, the non-RGB student network is optimized to match its output features with that of the trained RGB teacher. After this cross-modal distillation step, the non-RGB student network is fine-tuned with the available labeled examples of the non-RGB modality for a downstream task.

Before presenting our method, we will first discuss in more detail related work.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Modalities for Action Recognition

Modern action recognition, e.g., [2], [3], [20]–[22] relies on deep (2D or 3D) CNN architectures that learn to classify
human actions from video data. These methods usually require a common video modality such as RGB, the RGB-derived optical-flow or both [23]–[25] to achieve best performance for this task. For these video modalities many large-scale and publicly available annotated action datasets exists, such as Kinetics-(400, 600 and 700) [2], Sports-1M [10], and ActivityNet [11]. These sets also act as valuable pre-training resource for classifying and detecting new actions from other RGB action datasets, which have smaller amounts of labeled examples.

There is also a large body of works that learn to classify human actions from other video modalities such as depth maps [4]–[6], [26], sequences of 3D-skeletons [7]–[9], [27], and even radio frequencies [28]. Although action recognition networks for these modalities may perform well, they require a large number of labeled action examples from the target modality for training. In contrast, our method utilizes large-scale labeled datasets of the commonly available RGB modality to boost the performance on non-RGB modalities, especially when only limited amounts of non-RGB labeled examples are available.

B. Knowledge Transfer

Recently, knowledge distillation has been explored to transfer knowledge across modalities for tasks like emotion recognition [29], pose estimation [30], object detection [31]–[33], video captioning [34], [35] and action recognition [16]–[19], [36]–[38].

Gupta et al. [32] transfer knowledge from the RGB to the depth modality for the task of object detection in images using a cross-modal teacher-student network that matches features between the two modalities. Similarly, Sayed et al. [38] proposed a self-supervised method to learn feature similarity between RGB and optical flow modalities by maximizing similarity between clip features from paired RGB-flow videos and minimizing similarity across unpaired video clips. We rely on a similar principle, but different from both [32] and [38] we propose to exploit the temporal structure of video data for better information exchange via new feature-supervised granularities, like clip-to-clip, video-to-clip and video-to-video. These granularities not only improve transfer performance for action classification and detection, but are also necessary for challenging modality pairs like RGB and 3D-skeletons.

Thoker and Gall [19] proposed cross-modal transfer where a source (teacher) network is already trained to recognize a set of actions from the RGB modality. Their goal is to train a new (student) network to recognize the same set of actions, but from the skeleton modality. Unlabeled RGB-Skeleton action pairs are used such that the output action class predictions from the RGB teacher are matched by corresponding 3D-skeleton based student via common distillation losses like cross entropy (CE) or Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL). We deal with a more difficult variant of this problem, where the goal is to train a non-RGB student network to recognize a different set of actions than those of the RGB teacher. Thus, the action classes seen by the teacher and the student network are disjunct for our case and the CE and KL losses used by Thoker and Gall are no longer applicable. Instead, we propose to rely only on feature-level supervision between teacher and student by minimizing the cosine distance. Instead of transferring class labels, we transfer action-specific feature-representations from the RGB modality to a non-RGB target modality. The features learned in this manner can be then fine-tuned to different downstream tasks.

Closest to our work are [16]–[18], [36], [37], who all propose to extract knowledge from one or more source modalities to enhance action classification in a different target modality. Particularly, both Crasto et al. [18] and Stroud et al. [36] boost the performance of RGB-only action recognition by distilling knowledge from a trained optical-flow teacher. Similarly, Garcia et al. in [16] and [37] rely on depth maps with or without optical-flow, as labeled paired source modalities to boost the performance of RGB-only action recognition. These methods also assume the network for the source modality is trained to recognize the same set of action classes as the target modality and they rely on labeled pairs (or triplets) of the respective modalities to transfer class-specific information from the source to the target modality. As mentioned previously, we assume the action classes of the source-based network to be different from the target-based network and we rely on unlabeled pairs to transfer feature-level information from the source to the target modality. As a result, our method can use large-scale labeled RGB action datasets as the pre-training data to recognize or detect new actions from non-RGB datasets with only a limited amount of labeled examples. We further differ from these methods by transferring knowledge to a more difficult target modality like 3D-skeleton data and extending cross-modal transfer to the task of temporal action detection.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

We consider the tasks of action classification and detection for a non-RGB modality, e.g. depth maps or sequences of 3D-skeletons, while requiring a reduced amount of labeled examples. To achieve this, a teacher-student network extracts knowledge from a pre-trained off-the-shelf RGB, or optical-flow, action model using unlabeled modality pairs. We first discuss our general approach for this feature-supervised knowledge transfer and then detail transfer granularities for different modality pairs.

A. Cross-Modal Teacher-Student

Let's assume that we are given a network that has been trained on a large action-class labeled dataset of trimmed RGB videos. We call this dataset the source dataset and the corresponding network acts as the teacher network. We also assume to have access to another dataset called the target dataset that contains many unlabeled action pairs from two paired modalities — i.e., the RGB and the non-RGB target modality. The target dataset also contains some labeled action examples for the target modality, along with the unlabeled pairs. Note the action classes of the source and target dataset do not overlap.
We train the student network to extract knowledge from the teacher network, which has learned from the labeled RGB modality of the source dataset, with the goal to adapt it to the non-RGB target modality.

Formally, given a training pair \((V_{\text{RGB}}, V_{\text{Target}})\) from unlabeled target data, the trained teacher network outputs a feature vector \(F_{\text{RGB}}\) for the RGB video \(V_{\text{RGB}}\). The student network uses the target modality \(V_{\text{Target}}\) as its input and is supervised by the corresponding RGB feature \(F_{\text{RGB}}\) from the teacher network. The student network is optimized to match its features \(F_{\text{Target}}\) with that of the teacher network using an appropriate similarity loss. We select for \(F_{\text{RGB}}\) and \(F_{\text{Target}}\) the outputs of the layer just before the fully connected layers of the teacher and the student network. By doing so, we teach the student network to learn high-level semantics of the actions learned by the teacher, rather than learning the class-specific information present in the fully connected layers. Note that the student network can have same or different architecture as that of the teacher network, but the dimension of its output features \(F_{\text{Target}}\) should be matched with \(F_{\text{RGB}}\), if different. After the knowledge transfer step, the student network can be fine-tuned for a downstream task using the labeled data from the target dataset. During fine-tuning, a standard cross-entropy loss is used for the action classification and a regression loss for the temporal action detection.

\section*{B. Feature-Supervised Granularity}

The input granularity to the action recognition models depends on the architecture of the network and the nature of the modality involved. For example, most state of the art works for image based modalities (RGB, optical-flow, depth, etc.) use a small video clip as their input for predicting the action classes, while skeleton based models rely on a whole video sequence as the input. Similarly, during inference clip-level models combine prediction of different clips from the whole video to produce more accurate results. Thus, in order to explore the architecture of our cross-modal framework for different pairs of modalities and how to effectively extract knowledge from the teacher network, we consider three different transfer granularities, i.e., clip-to-clip, video-to-clip and video-to-video.

1) Clip-to-Clip: We use this granularity for transfer between RGB and depth pairs, since both modalities require a small video clip as input. The transfer strategy for this granularity is shown in Fig. 1 (left). In particular, a paired small clip is sampled from the whole video of two modalities and a depth-based student network is optimized to match the features of the corresponding RGB clip. Thus, the student network learns to mimic the clip-level features of the RGB teacher by minimizing the following loss function:

\[
\mathcal{L} (\hat{F}_{\text{clip}}^{\text{RGB}}, F_{\text{clip}}^{\text{Target}}) = \text{Cosine Distance} (\hat{F}_{\text{clip}}^{\text{RGB}}, F_{\text{clip}}^{\text{Target}}) \tag{1}
\]

where \(\hat{F}_{\text{clip}}^{\text{RGB}}\) and \(F_{\text{clip}}^{\text{Target}}\) are the clip level features predicted by the RGB and depth networks respectively.

2) Video-to-Clip: Different from the clip-to-clip transfer, the teacher network extracts for this granularity information from the whole RGB video and then transfers it to the student network. This transfer strategy is shown in Fig. 1 (right). This strategy again fits for knowledge transfer between RGB and depth pairs. More formally, the RGB video is divided into \(N\) clips \(C_1, C_2, ..., C_N\) of equal duration. For each clip \(C_i\), the teacher network outputs a feature vector \(F_i\) and a global video level feature is obtained by combining these clip level features. Then, the student network randomly samples one of the clips
from the corresponding paired depth video and uses the video level RGB feature from the teacher for supervision. Thus, the student network is optimized to match each target clip with the corresponding video-level RGB feature from the teacher network by minimizing the following loss:

\[
\mathcal{L} \left( \mathbf{F}^{\text{clip}}_{\text{Target}}, \mathbf{F}^{\text{clip}}_{\text{RGB}} \right) = \text{Cosine Distance} \left( \mathbf{F}^{\text{clip}}_{\text{Target}}, \mathbf{F}^{\text{clip}}_{\text{RGB}} \right) \tag{2}
\]

\[
\mathbf{F}^{\text{video}}_{\text{RGB}} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \mathbf{F}^{\text{clip}}_{i} \tag{3}
\]

where \( \mathbf{F}^{\text{video}}_{\text{RGB}} \) is computed by taking an average over \( N \) RGB clips. The number of clips \( N \) for each video is calculated as the total number of frames in the video.

 Naturally, we can also combine the clip-to-clip and video-to-clip granularity, such that both clip-level and video-level information is transferred to the student network. In this scenario, the student network will be optimized to match features of each target clip with that of the corresponding paired RGB clip and with the global video level feature from the whole paired RGB video. The following loss function is minimized for this optimization:

\[
\mathcal{L} \left( \mathbf{F}^{\text{clip}}_{\text{Target}}, \mathbf{F}^{\text{clip}}_{\text{RGB}}, \mathbf{F}^{\text{video}}_{\text{RGB}} \right) = \mathcal{L} \left( \mathbf{F}^{\text{clip}}_{\text{Target}}, \mathbf{F}^{\text{clip}}_{\text{RGB}} \right) + \mathcal{L} \left( \mathbf{F}^{\text{clip}}_{\text{Target}}, \mathbf{F}^{\text{video}}_{\text{RGB}} \right) \tag{4}
\]

We will assess the knowledge transfer abilities of these strategies in the ablation experiments.

3) Video-to-Video: This granularity is required to transfer knowledge from the RGB to the 3D-skeleton modality, since the input to a skeleton-based network is the whole skeleton sequence. The transfer strategy is the same as for the video-to-clip; the only change being the student network is now replaced by a skeleton based architecture whose input is the whole skeleton video, instead of a small clip. Now, the student network is optimized to match the whole skeleton sequence with the global video-level feature of the paired RGB teacher by minimizing the following loss:

\[
\mathcal{L} \left( \mathbf{F}^{\text{video}}_{\text{Target}}, \mathbf{F}^{\text{video}}_{\text{RGB}} \right) = \text{Cosine Distance} \left( \mathbf{F}^{\text{video}}_{\text{Target}}, \mathbf{F}^{\text{video}}_{\text{RGB}} \right) \tag{5}
\]

where \( \mathbf{F}^{\text{video}}_{\text{Target}} \) is the output feature of the student network which operates over a whole sequence.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Target Datasets

**NTU RGB+D** [39] contains 56,880 trimmed videos with paired RGB, depth and 3D-skeleton modalities for 60 action classes. All actions are captured in indoor scenes with multiple cameras, different backgrounds, multiple subjects and camera setups. The dataset is split by a cross-view setup into 37,920 training and 18,960 validation videos [39]. For the knowledge transfer, we use the video modality pairs from the training set without any action class labels. For fine-tuning, we sample the action class examples of the target modality from the training set. The validation set is only used for evaluation purposes and is not seen during any training.

**PKU-MMD** [40] contains 1,074 long untrimmed videos with paired RGB, depth and 3D-skeleton modalities for 51 action classes and about 20K action instances. All actions are captured in indoor scenes as well, with multiple cameras, different backgrounds, different views and 66 subjects. The annotations for each video contain the start and end locations of multiple activities, along with the action class. The dataset is split by a cross-subject setup into 942 training and 132 validation videos. We sample the labeled videos from the training set for the task of temporal action detection, for fine-tuning only. The validation set is used only for evaluation.

**Kinetics-400** [2] is a large RGB-only dataset containing 400K labeled examples for 400 different action classes. The dataset is collected from YouTube with videos coming from a variety of sources, setups, etc. Note the domain difference between this dataset and our target datasets is considerable.

**NTU-120 minus 60** Starting from the NTU RGB+D 120 [41] dataset, we remove all the videos that contain action classes overlapping with NTU RGB+D. Thus, this dataset shares the same domain as our target dataset, but contains different action classes. We only use the RGB modality of this dataset to train the teacher network.
We provide some target and source dataset samples in Fig. 2.

C. Implementation Details

Teacher Network: We use 3D-ResNets [3] with RGB or optical-flow as input for our teacher networks. For Kinetics-400, we rely on the pre-trained 3D-ResNext101 models available from [18] and for NTU-120_minus_60 we train a 3D-ResNet18 from scratch. We use 16-frame clips as the input and all other hyperparameters from [3].

Depth Student Network: For the depth maps, we use a 3D-ResNet18 architecture as the student network with 16-frame clips as the input. We first apply a multi-scale corner cropping to the 16-frame clip as mentioned in [3], followed by a resizing operation into a 3 x 16 x 112 x 112 sample and a horizontal flipping with 50% probability. The network is trained with an SGD optimizer using a weight decay of 0.001, 0.9 momentum, an initial learning rate of 0.1 and a batch size of 128. During cross-modal transfer we train the whole network for 400 epochs. For fine-tuning, we only train the fully connected layer and the last ResNet block for a total of 100 epochs. For evaluation, the predictions of all clips from the whole video are averaged for final classification.

3D-skeleton Student Network: For the 3D-skeleton data, we use a Spatio Temporal Graph Convolution Network [27] as the student network with whole 3D-skeleton sequences as the input. Following the setting of [27] no data augmentation is applied. The network is trained with an SGD optimizer using a weight decay of 0.00001, momentum 0.9, an initial learning rate of 0.1 and a batch size of 100. We train the network for 120 epochs during cross-modal transfer and 70 epochs during fine-tuning. During both steps, all layers of the ST-GCN network are trained. For evaluation, a class is predicted for a given 3D-skeleton sequence.

V. RESULTS

A. Ablation

For all ablation experiments we consider the task of classifying actions of NTU RGB+D from depth maps using only a limited amount of labeled depth examples. An action classification network trained with RGB or optical-flow modality from the NTU_120_minus_60 source dataset acts as the teacher network. For the cross-modal transfer step, all RGB-depth or optical-flow-depth pairs from the training set of NTU RGB+D are used without action labels as unlabeled modality pairs for knowledge transfer. For fine-tuning we sample some depth examples with action labels from the training set of NTU RGB+D (20, 50 or 100 examples per action class). For evaluation, we report the video-level accuracy on the validation set from the cross-view split of NTU RGB+D. Each experiment is repeated five times with different random seeds and mean accuracy with variance is reported.

1) Which source modality: We first consider which source modality to use in the teacher network for knowledge transfer. Table I shows the results for RGB and optical-flow as teacher modalities. While both modalities provide good features for knowledge transfer, the optical-flow teacher performs better than the RGB teacher. We attribute this to the motion features that contain better cues about the action representations for transfer, as compared to the RGB teacher, which provides features that mainly model spatial action information. Naturally, we can also combine the two source modalities into a two-stream network by fusing the results of the RGB and optical-flow student streams during inference. This further improves the action classification performance, at the expense of double compute and parameters. In summary, the optical-flow teacher provides the best individual features for knowledge transfer and we focus on the optical-flow as the main source modality in the remaining experiments, unless indicated otherwise.

2) Which loss function: Since the goal of the student network is to match the features of the teacher network, any similarity (or distance) function will work for this optimization. We just consider two common loss functions: the mean square loss and the cosine distance loss in Table II. We observe the cosine loss to work better for our task. Thus, for all other experiments we choose the cosine loss to optimize the student networks.

3) Which granularity: Next we evaluate the granularity of the feature-supervised transfer. From the results in Table III we observe the video-to-clip transfer works better than the clip-to-clip transfer, especially when only few labeled examples are available for fine-tuning. This is expected, as the student network in the video-to-clip strategy is optimized to match the video-level features that aggregate global information about the action representations from the whole video. Hence, this strategy provides better supervision, as compared to clip-to-clip features that transfer only local information about the action from a small clip. We also observe that combining the two strategies achieves the best knowledge transfer. To
summarize, the video-to-clip transfer works better than the clip-to-clip transfer and combining the two gives an additional improvement. For the rest of the experiments we use this granularity for the feature-supervised transfer, unless indicated otherwise.

4) Which layers to transfer: We also explore which layers from the teacher network are best suited for the transfer. In particular we tried to match the output features of each ResNet block of the teacher network with the corresponding ResNet block of the student network, along with the last layer as before. We found that matching these additional layers does not add anything significant to the transfer and relying on the last-layer only still provides the best results.

B. Domain Generalization

Next, we evaluate the effect of training with different source domains and compare our method with simple pretraining with RGB/Flow modalities. Table IV shows the performance of simple RGB/Flow pretraining and our feature-supervised method on NTU-120 minus 60 and Kinetics-400 source datasets. It is evident from the table that for both datasets our method outperforms simple pretraining with RGB and Flow modalities by a considerable margin especially when using limited amounts of labeled examples during fine-tuning. At the same time, we observe that relying on NTU-120 minus 60 as source dataset performs better than the Kinetics-400, which is expected because it is more similar in domain to our target dataset, see also Fig. 2. Hence, it provides features which are easier to match during transfer. Our approach is agnostic to the source dataset for knowledge transfer, but the more similar the domain between source and target dataset, the better the action classification results.

C. Modality Generalization

We now change the student modality to 3D-skeleton data to assess to what extent our method generalizes over modalities. As discussed in section III-B3, the video-to-video level strategy is needed for knowledge transfer to 3D-skeleton data. Table V shows that our feature-supervised knowledge transfer improves the performance for the 3D-skeleton modality as well, especially for limited amounts of labeled data. Again we observe the optical-flow from a similar domain (NTU-120 minus 60) acts as the best source modality for transfer. We also observe that the performance increase is not as good as the transfer to depth maps (compare with Table IV). This is because completely dissimilar modalities (image-based and optical-flow vs. joint-based 3D-Skeleton poses) and different network architectures (a 3D-CNN teacher and a graph-CNN student) are involved in this transfer. This makes it harder to match the features as compared to depth maps (image-based and 3D-CNN student). In summary, our method also generalizes to a much more difficult target modality such as 3D-skeleton data.

D. Task Generalization

In this experiment we evaluate our method for the task of temporal action detection where the goal is to predict the start and end locations of multiple activities in a long untrimmed depth video, along with the action classes. The knowledge transfer step remains the same as before, however, during fine-tuning the student network is now optimized for the task of action detection using (a limited amount of) labeled examples.
As before, the unlabeled modality pairs from the training set of NTU RGB+D are used for the feature-supervised knowledge transfer. For fine-tuning we now sample from the labeled training set of PKU-MMD.

1) **Action Detection Student Network**: We rely on the R-C3D network [42] for this task with depth maps as the input. The architecture contains a backbone network which is connected to a region proposal network and a classification network. The student network is first trained for the knowledge transfer separately as before, and then acts as the backbone network in the R-C3D framework during fine-tuning. We follow the same training procedure for the knowledge transfer as described in section IV-C. For fine-tuning, the whole R-C3D framework is trained with all the hyperparameters from [42]. We train the network for a total of 8 epochs with a batch size of 4. The learning rate is initialized to 0.0001 and decreased to 0.00001 for the last 2 epochs. For inference and evaluation we follow the setting suggested in [42].

2) **Action Detection Results**: Table VI shows the mean average precision (mAP at an IoU threshold of 0.5) on PKU-MMD for varying amounts of labeled training data (a quarter, half and all available training examples). We observe for all three splits there is a considerable gap in performance as compared to training from scratch as well as with simple RGB/Flow based pretraining, especially for the smallest split making cross-modal feature-supervised transfer beneficial when only limited amounts of start, end and class labels for the target modality are available. Thus, we can also use our pre-training strategy to reduce the number of labeled examples without any drastic drop in performance. Finally, we again observe the optical-flow proves to be the best modality for transfer.

### E. Comparison with the state-of-the-art

We now compare our method with the state of the art methods for depth-based action recognition that rely on additional modalities for transferring knowledge during training, along with using the labeled depth examples. Fig. 3 shows the results for action classification from depth maps on the NTU RGB+D dataset. The method by Garcia et al. [16] uses a four-step process that relies on labeled RGB-depth pairs from NTU RGB+D to distill knowledge from the RGB stream to the depth stream. They achieve a 2% improvement over their baseline (i.e., training a depth stream without any knowledge transfer). Similarly, another method by Garcia et al. [37] relies on labeled RGB-optical-flow-depth triplets from NTU RGB+D to train three networks together, such that the RGB and the optical-flow streams are used to transfer knowledge to the depth stream during training. They achieve a boost of 1.5% over their baseline. Both methods use the full training set of labeled depth maps and other source modalities (also with labels) from NTU RGB+D to achieve this performance.

Our method relies on unlabeled RGB-depth or optical-flow-depth pairs from NTU RGB+D and pre-trained action models from other RGB datasets (like Kinetics-400 and NTU-120 minus 60) to distill knowledge to a depth stream. Followed by fine-tuning with labeled depth examples from the optical-flow teachers trained on Kinetics-400 and NTU-120 minus 60, respectively. We further show

![Fig. 3: Comparison with the state-of-the-art](image)

**TABLE VI: Task Generalization.** Temporal action detection results (mAP@IoU=0.5) on PKU-MMD from depth maps using an R-C3D network. From-scratch indicates training the action detection network directly on the target modality without any pretraining. Pretraining indicates the action detection backbone is pretrained with RGB/Flow modality on NTU-120 minus 60 dataset and then directly finetuned with the labeled untrimmed depth maps. Feature-supervised indicates the backbone network is pretrained via our cross-modal transfer with RGB/Flow model trained on NTU-120 minus 60 as the teacher network, followed by fine-tuning with the labeled untrimmed depth maps. We use a quarter (235), half (470) or the entire (942) video train set for fine-tuning. All methods are evaluated on the validation set of the cross-subject split of PKU-MMD. Feature-supervised transfer outperforms both training from scratch and simple pretraining for the task of temporal action detection too.
by reducing the number of labeled depth examples from NTU RGB+D for fine-tuning by half, the performance drop is small. Thus, in this way our method can act as pre-training source for reducing the number of labeled examples for non-RGB modalities such as depth maps. In other words, our method is particularly useful for the scenario where labeled examples for the target dataset are scarce and available in the target action modality only.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we presented a method to train action models for a non-RGB target modality, such as depth maps or 3D-skeletons, by extracting knowledge from a large-scale action labeled RGB dataset. Unlabeled pairs of the RGB and target modality are leveraged for cross-modal knowledge transfer by feature-supervision. Our extensive evaluation showed that we can use pre-trained RGB action models (particularly optical-flow from a more similar domain) to transfer knowledge to recognize and detect new actions from other action modalities like depth maps and 3D-skeleton sequences. In conclusion, we showed how large RGB action datasets can be used as valuable pre-training source for other non-RGB action datasets with limited labeled examples.
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